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About This Game

Play Domino game in DomiCard. You can create as many dominos as you want in this game before your computer gets burned.
Also, "Cubes" can be used to build anythi 5d3b920ae0
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23/Oct/2018 Update & Debug : Players are able to change the resolution and display quality in the game. DisplayResolution
Dialog no longer appears when starting the game. (is possible to be opened only if you have pressed the "alt" key when starting
the game.) Bugs fixed.. 16/Nov/2018 in-game FPS limited : In-game FPS is limited to 60 frame per second. As a result, the
game will not take that high CPU as before. For example, it took me more than 50% of CPU (i7-6700) when I ran this game
with no dominos or cubes. It is because the FPS was not limited, and it went as high as possible at PC platform. Right now, it
only takes around 10% when there is nothing in the game.. 20/Dec/2018 Update : New tool added in the game. Players can load
a local png image from their computer and place it in DomiCard. This is going to be very useful for building a large project. For
example, draw the plan with a drawing software (Photoshop), save as a png file, then load it into DomiCard. Now, follow the
image and place dominos.. DomiCard online is available now! : You can play DomiCard with friends online now, not only in a
local area network environment. Click on the WAN Game button at the start scene, create a room, and ask your friends to join
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you! For more details of DomiCard online: Player will log into the online server with his/her own Steam name and avatar. The
online server is using Photon Cloud server. It has Cloud servers in up to 13 regions. In the game, it will auto connect the best
region (the one has the lowest latency) and you can manually select a region as well. Rooms are only visible for the players in the
same region. But the Chat is globally (chat server is in Europe). Currently, the online game only can maintain up to 20
concurrent users. But, I will upgrade it if necessary. (It costs money as you know.) Be aware of bugs.. Guide for control settings
has been added : A guide for introducing the basic control settings has been added at "Community" -> "Guides". Please check
the guide if you feel confused, and there is a tutorial video as well for your convenience.. Clean the scene when loading a
project is optional. : Add a new toggle in the "Control Settings" - "Clean the scene when load projects". If the toggle is on, the
whole scene will be cleaned when loading a project. Otherwise, game objects in this scene will not be affected. The default
setting was clean the scene in Single-player mode, but opposite in LAN and online mode. The default setting, for now, is clean
the scene in every game mode. Please be aware of this.
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